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Prayer needed
Having suffered the privations caused
by war since 1996, CECCA looks more
than ever for WEC workers to come
alongside them with support and
encouragement.
Pray for an end to the ongoing
conflict. This would open the way for the
field to accept new workers.
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Opportunities

• Bible teachers for all levels
• Church planters for Pygmy and Muslim
communities

Congo
Democratic Republic of

• Youth workers
• Christian education specialists
• Secondary school teachers (whose aim
is to disciple young people)
• Doctors and nurses
• Development workers
• Business agent and treasurer (urgent)
• Builders and maintenance workers
• Media workers (cassettes, videos,
literature)

Introduction

Check out our website

www.wec-int.org/congo/

Registered Charity nos. 237005 & SC037715
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Other information
WEC International, 35 College Drive
(Gordonton), RD 1 Taupiri 3791,
T +64 (0)7 824 3211
E info@wecnz.org
I www.wecnz.org

03/10

WEC International works in over
70 countries around the world, with
the goal of evangelising its remaining
unevangelised peoples as speedily as
possible.

Dense tropical forest covers much of
the Congo, which is one of the largest,
most populous countries of sub-Saharan
Africa. Although rich in natural resources,
the land has been systematically exploited
by both colonial rulers and its own
African leaders and now its 52 million
people are among the poorest in the
world.

Although 96 per cent of the population
claims to be Christian, for the majority this
is only a nominal faith, with animistic
belief often underlying a veneer of
Christianity. Forty-four per cent identify
themselves as Catholics and 24 per cent
as Protestants. In addition there are
independent African churches and a
proliferation of cults.
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WEC-founded churches
WEC’s first field was pioneered by
the mission’s founder, CT Studd, who
entered the country in 1913. From an
unevangelized population, a church of
200,000 people has been established,
making it the largest WEC-related
church in the world. Known as CECCA
(the Evangelical Community of Christ
in the Heart of Africa), the church
operates over an area of 100,000 square
kilometres in the northeast of the
country.

CECCA16 operates
over an area of

100,000 km2

The church is active in evangelism but
there are serious weaknesses and the
church leadership continues to request
missionary support to bring the church
to maturity.
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Leadership training
The mushrooming church can only
be discipled and formed into a strong
church if it has godly leaders, well-taught
in the Scriptures so the WEC team is
concentrating on the strategic need to
train leaders. Bible Schools, especially
the French-language institute based
in Isiro, have been a focus of attention.
Leadership training is also given in
seminars for church leaders and Sunday
School teachers.

Despite the fact that the church has
been in existence for over 80 years, there
are still unreached groups in the CECCA
area, particularly among the minority
Muslim and Pygmy populations.
The Muslims are unlikely to be
reached without an expatriate worker
experienced in Muslim work who can act
as a catalyst and train others.
Similarly, the church needs people
trained in missiology to help them
engage in more effective crosscultural evangelism to the Pygmies.
Although Pygmies have responded in
large numbers in some places, their
understanding of the gospel has often
been limited.

there is no real youth work. Initial efforts
have been made, but the church needs
help to develop programmes to reach
and disciple young people.
The Aids pandemic is taking hold in
Congo, presenting a challenge to the
team to respond with ministries which
will make a difference to the lives of
both young and old. We may need
specific personnel for Aids education
in schools.
The church is also asking for help in
providing expertise in projects which will
bring about economic development. The
grinding poverty of its members puts
brakes on most areas of development of
church life.

Amazingly, for a country where half
the population is under 16 years old,

The church operates a school system.
The CECCA’s secondary school at Ibambi
is actually a college for primary teachers,
and is a strategic centre both for reaching
educated youth and training the next
generation of church leaders. Most
CECCA leaders studied at the Ibambi
institute and received their basic Bible
knowledge at school.
In medical work the focus is on training
national doctors and nurses.
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